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Abstract:Algorithms in multimedia security including machine learning and deep learning find its way into 

more and more application field resulting in strict power and area constraints. This challenges traditional 

homogeneous computing concepts and drives the development of new, heterogeneous architectures. One way to 

attain a balance of high data throughput and flexibility is to combine soft-core FPGA accelerators with CPUs as 

hosts. In this paper, in order to achieve higher performance, low latency, unlimited re-configurability and most 

important very high energy efficiency, we have proposed a hybrid architecture using CPU and FPGA. These 

components are then dynamically configured to form complex algorithms directly in hardware by implementing 

reversible watermarking of medical images. We are proposing such reversible watermarking using Integer 

transform based Reversible Contrast Mapping (RCM) algorithm. We got improvement in results with respect to 

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity (SSIM), when compare to the implementation in 

proposed architecture and simulation results of different image formats like jpeg, png and DICOM. 

Keywords: Heterogeneous, Reversible Watermarking, Medical Images, Field Programmable Gate Array, 

Central Processing Unit, Reverse Contrast Mapping, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, Structural Similarity. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Transmission of medical information through networks leads to security issues. In medical image watermarking, 

electronic patient record (EPR) is embedded in an image without any considerable changes. With the significant 

increase in the transaction of medical images via internet and other mobile application platform, there is a 

security concern of illegal use of medical information. Thus, security of medical information is a primary 

requirement with respect to related attributes such as Confidentiality, Reliability (Integrity, Authenticity) and 

Availability. In the computation of the requirements of medical image watermarking like Imperceptibility, 

Robustness (Resilient against attacks), Payload Capacity (Larger the capacity of watermark, greater the 

compromise with fidelity of image) Reversibility and Cost effective (computational cost), a proper tradeoff is 

required to attain an optimized solution. Integer transform based Reversible image watermarking method 

described by Coltuc et al., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] accomplishes different transform applied on pair of pixels. Unique 

feature of this transform is during data embedding; even if the LSB of the transformed pixels are lost then also 

the bits can be retrieved. Reversible contrast mapping offers high data embedding at low visual distortion with 

very low computational complexity. 

 

The constituents of the paper are as follows. The section 2 describes the work done in spatial domain based 

computations and advantages of combining Image processing, FPGA & Hardware Description Language 

(HDL). Section 3 represents the proposed scheme in embedding watermark in medical image. Section 4 

compares the FPGA Implementation of RCM with comparing earlier results. 

 

2. Related work 

Few reversible watermarking techniques are listed below, based on pixels of one or two randomly 

selected subsets of an image.  

a) Least Significant Bit Coding (LSB):  

The LSB, in the bitwise representation of the target image replaced with the watermarking bit.  
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b) Predictive coding scheme by Matsui and Tanaka [7] is more robust compare to LSB technique, 

where the correlations between adjacent pixels are extracted.  

c) Correlation-Based Techniques: Watermarking detection mechanism uses a pseudo random noise 

added to an image.  

Although these techniques are exert low computational cost. But these are not dependable when 

subjected to operations such as filtering and compression. 

 

Let us consider some technical excerpts from spatial domain operations like Data compression [8,9], 

Histogram modification [10, 11, 12, 13], Reverse Contrast Mapping , Difference Expansion 

[14,15,16,17], Prediction Error Adjustment [18,19] for comparison. Among them RCM is quite popular 

because of its low computational cost.  

 

Based on Spatial domain, many real time analyses of reversible watermarking algorithms on medical 

images have been proposed by various researchers.  

 

 

a) Maity H K et.al.[19]: Verification of authenticity of medical images.   

b) Zain et.al. [20] : Verification of the integrity and authenticity of medical images.  

c) X. Guo et.al. [21]: Based on difference expansion based on the calculations of adjacent pixel 

values.  

d) M. Kundu et.al. [22]: EPR data is embedded in RONI using advanced some encryption standard.  

e) Saraju p. mohanty et.al [23] presented a paper “VLSI implementation of invisible digital 

watermarking algorithms towards the development of a secure jpeg encoder”. In this paper, author 

has developed a hardware system which can insert both robust and fragile invisible watermark. 

Hardware emulation has more significance over software simulation in the analysis of low power, 

high performance and reliability.  

f) Hirak kumar et.al, [24, 25] showed RCM-RM is applied on pair of pixels & LSB is applied to 

embed secret information. Security of hidden data is maintained in this paper. Two architectures 

one for block size (8 × 8) and other for block size (32 × 32) are developed. 6 stage pipelining is 

allowed in the architecture. Proposed real time implementation with low cost and simplification of 

hardware accessibility is addressed. 

 

But flexibility in terms of hardware accessibility is quite challenging in dedicated FPGA circuitry. 

Hence a heterogeneous architecture has been proposed using same algorithms of Reverse Contras 

Mapping. The results for different formats of images are compared and with initial implementation we 

can see minor improvement in the results when compare to simulation results. 

 

3. Proposed Work 

 

Fig.1 shows the block diagram of proposed Heterogeneous Architecture.  

The purpose of this work is to describe a heterogeneous architecture for Medical Image Analysis using 

Reversible Watermarking. Proposed block diagram is divided into, Central Processing Unit Operations 

(CPU) and FPGA accelerator implementations (FPGA). Table 1 describes the functions and target 

device for performing the operation. 

 

Functions Specifications Target 

Storage of medical image  256*256 image of different   formats CPU 

Pre-processing Get file, resize, typecasting and 

concatenation, EPR using GUI. 
CPU 

Segmentation  4 point selection mechanism CPU 

Addition of security key  16 bit digit used as security key FPGA 

Watermarking using EPR  EPR addition in RONI FPGA 

Table 1. Required functions and proposed target architecture. 

 

1) Central Processing Unit Operations (CPU) : 

The Pre-processing part of the Reversible Watermarking is done in MATLAB.  

Pre-processing-When image is received by the CPU from storage and followed by different operations 

like read image, conversion of image data, concatenations, cell to matrix operation. 

Segmentation- Image will be partitioned into ROI (Region of Interest) and RONI (Region of Not 

Interest) using binary masking technique (roipoly). 
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2) FPGA accelerator implementations (FPGA): 

Securing the image - 16 bit secure key is embedded into the image for the security purpose is added in 

FPGA. 

Watermarking with EPR- EPR is embedded as a watermark in the RONI of the image is added from 

FPGA programming. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Block Diagram of proposed Heterogeneous Architecture.  

 

Reversible watermarking is implemented using integer transform based reversible contrast mapping algorithm 

will be used for partitioning of image into two, Region of Interest and Region of Non Interest. Medical image 

can be partitioned into non overlapping pixel groups in user defined space filling curve. Medical image is 

partitioned into (32×32) image block and pixel pairs are formed for further processing. For watermarking, 

embedding will be done using EPR (Electronic Patient Record) provided as a watermark is embedded into 

RONI of the image. Processed medical image with EPR will be watermarked using secure key. Watermarked 

image will be given to the output module. This watermarked image will appear on the display. This is the 

process of embedding watermark in the medical image. 

 

3.1 Integer Transform based RCM Algorithm 

As proposed by Coltuc et al., [1], lets (0, L) is gray level image and let (p, q) are pixel pair. Forward 

transform of pixel, 

        p’=2p-q,   q’=2q-p……………………… (1) 

     Transform restricted to sub-domain  

     D € [0, L] × [0, L]……………………………. (2)  

 Inverse transform of pixel 

      p = (2p’+q’)/3, q= (p’+2q’)/3………….… (3)  

 

3.2 Watermark Embedding 

The RCM algorithm used to implement reversible watermarking is shown in flowchart Fig. 2. 
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                               Fig. 2. Flowchart of proposed system using RCM 

 

4. FPGA Implementation 

Cyclone 4E FPGA is used in this implementation. Processed Medical Image is sent to FPGA kit using serial 

communication. USB cable is used for serial communication. Image is taken in the MATLAB converted to 

binary image and transmitted to FPGA kit using RS 232 cable, after reading the image in FPGA kit it is again 

transmitted from kit and displayed in MATLAB.  

 

4.1 Serial Communication using UART: 

Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter protocol is used as communication standard. The data byte 

format is as shown in Fig. 3 

 

 
Fig. 3. UART bit Configuration 

The baud rate used in the UART design are 9600, 11200, 115200 etc with the byte format as 8 data bits, 1 stop 

bit, and no parity bit. Complete implementation model for UART communication is shown in Fig.4 Baud 

generator, receiver and transmitter conditions are covered in this model 
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                                                         Fig.4 Complete UART System  

 

4.2 Baud Rate Generator Calculations 

For effective communication, 1,15, 200 baud rate is used. The sampling rate has to be 1,843,200 ticks per 

second by equation (4). 

Baud rate generator = 16 * UART’s baud rate…………….(4) 

 

Since the FPGA kit used has a system clock rate of 50 MHz, the baud rate generator needs a mod-27, counter, in 

which the one-clock-cycle tick is asserted once every 27 clock cycles. Thus counter = (50MHz/(16*1,15,200)).  

 

4.3 Simulation Results 

 

 
Fig. 5 Simulations for 115200 Baud Generator 

 

For the UART communication between GUI and FPGA, RS 232 cable is used. For data transformation 1,15,200 

baud rate is set. QUARTUS Pro software is used for coding and simulation results are seen in Fig. 5 shows the 

simulation result for baud rate generator, in which counter 27 is up counted. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Simulation for transmission 

Fig. 6 shows the simulation result for data transmission. Conversion of data from idle to start can be seen in the 

waveform which indicates initialization of data transmission.   
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Fig. 7 Simulation for reception 

Fig. 7 shows the simulation result for data reception. Conversion of data from idle to start can be seen in the 

waveform which indicates initialization of data reception. 

 

5. Results 

5.1 FPGA Results 

RTL schematic is obtained after synthesizing all the Verilog codes required for Integer transform based RCM 

using UART communication on ALTERA DE2-115 kit using QUARTUS II software shown in Fig. 8  Device 

utilization summary required for hardware realization of integer transform based RCM on EP4CE115F29C7 

Cyclone IV E FPGA is shown in Fig. 9 

 
Fig.8 RTL Schematic of UART 

 
Fig. 9 FPGA hardware summary 

 

5.2 Results for proposed heterogeneous architecture 

Different test images are taken from medical image datasets, and tested using Integer transform based RCM 

technique in MATLAB and in Quartus II ISE tool for hardware realization. DICOM image of brain is taken for 

study, the image was analysed using MATLAB. First of all image is partitioned into ROI and RONI. ROI is 

then embedded with the message bits. PSNR and SSIM are calculated for the watermarked image in Fig. 10 
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           Original Image Watermarked (ROI) Results 

 
 

 

Type: Jpeg 

SSIM 0.3654 

PSNR 

31.3455dB 

 

 
 

 

Type: png 

SSIM 0.6064 

PSNR 

27.6556dB 

 

    

Type: DiCOM 

SSIM 0.7228 

PSNR  

33.6640dB 

 

 

Fig. 10 Watermarked Image with SSIM & PSNR values 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a FPGA based reversible watermarking of medical images using Integer transform based 

Reversible Contrast Mapping algorithm. Performance gain of this technique in terms of visual quality (PSNR) 

and imperceptibility (SSIM value) is analysed for medical images of brain. Hardware implementation using  

Altera DE2-115 kit on QUARTUS II software is simple, requires less area and power. Compare to other 

implementation like Hirak Maity et.al., [21] the results are better in terms of PSNR for jpeg Image. Compare to 

architecture of implementation, this design offers more flexibility in terms of heterogeneous design with two 

controllers offering execution data operations on Processor and execution signal operations on FPGA with fast 

computational time. Since the UART offer more communication overhead, can be reduced with other 

communication protocols. 
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